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NUMEROLOGY

ENGLISH ORDINAL CIPHER

CHALDEAN GEMATRIA CIPHER
Oldest known numerology cipher
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The number 112 carries with it some considerable symbology, not only is it the 

inverse/mirror of the number 211, it hides a much deeper meaning.  

One major clue is its mystery is the number 47, which connects to YHWH, also named 
the Tetragrammaton.  The importance of this number is encoded within the angle of 
the compass found on the Freemason logo, as it is angled precisely at 47⁰.

The number 112 is also heavily connected to the Catholic Church, the Vatican, and 
more specifically the Jesuits, as seen below.  They claim to be spread worldwide in 
112 countries.

Let’s begin and decode, to discover its hidden secrets! 



The Heptagon is a unique polygon.  It is the geometric 
representation of the sacred number 7 and as we can see the 

builders of the pyramids were guiding us to its importance.

The number 112 is the 7th heptagonal number.  

Think 7th Heaven – ‘Saturn’ according to Dante.







Although copernicium was only recently 
‘discovered’, it is named after Nicolaus 
Copernicus, an influential 16th century 
astronomer. This image brings together a 
17th century star chart, concentric rings 
inspired by the solar system, a silvery 
metallic form, and the ground plan of the 
heavy ion accelerator where the element 
was first created.

* Special 
thanks to 
Jonathan 

Kleck

Upside down



Cadmium is naturally occurring 
in the Earth’s crust. The image 
includes an alchemical symbol 
once used to represent ‘earth’ 
elements, against a background 
projection of the Earth.







112 Anagram



26th CARD 

The Four of Wands is 
associated with the 

following words:

Stage card, Security, 
Protection, Succeeding in 

Pulling it Off Panache, 
Success, Gaining Entry, 

Great Teamwork



Thank you,
‘EYES TO SEE’

You can follow me on Telegram:
https://t.me/EyestoSeeDecodes


